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Book Reviews

Moses Austin: His Life. By David B. Gracy II. (San Antonio: Trinity University
Press, 1987. xx + 303 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Moses Austin has been a rather shadowy figure for historians of Texas
and the West. Most remember him for securing a colonization grant in Texas
from Spain in 1821 and then dying soon after his return to Missouri, leaving
his son to fulfill his Texas dream. In other words Moses was best known for
being the father of Stephen F. Austin, the father of Texas.
David Gracy has changed that. By diligent research in primary sources in
this country and abroad, by drawing inferences from deed and court records,
by looking at a plethora of printed primary and secondary sources, the author
has described Moses Austin and his life about as well as one could possibly
hope.
This portrait seems to this reviewer to be of a rather typical frontier entrepreneur. Austin went into the merchandise business in Connecticut, moved
to the new capital city of Philadelphia to open a dry goods business with his
brother, speculated in lead mining in Virginia, took and forfeited on a contract
to roof the Richmond capitol building with lead sheeting, settled in Missouri
to buy a lead mine, nearly went bankrupt when lead prices dropped after peace
in 1815, and faced insolvency with the Panic of 1819. As he tried to extract
himself from the always thin edge of financial disaster, he speculated in Arkansas land, was sued by his brother for nonpayment of debts, and eventually
traveled to Texas to futher speculate in land settlement. Before one judges
Austin's business ventures too harshly, one must remember that in nineteenthcentury America, effort counted. Failure was not such a cultural burden then.
Although Gracy does not place Austin in the larger perspective of frontier
history, he does a very good job of describing the entrepreneur's career. Less
satisfying is the intimate portrayal of the man. Undoubtedly because of the
paucity of personal correspondence, the private man does not appear in this
biography. A rather hazy portrait of Austin emerges, despite his battles with
his brother, as a loyal family man, who loved his wife and children and was
honored and loved by them in return. That certainly would help explain why
Stephen wanted to fulfill his father's dreams for Texas and a fortune. Nevertheless, the book is more of Austin's career than his life.
That caveat is a minor one. Gracy has written a fine biography. Given the
copious research that went into the writing of this book, one suspects that this
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biography of Moses Austin will be the "definitive" study of his life. Now some
enterprising biographer needs to write a new biography of Moses' son.
Robert A. Calvert
Texas A&M University

Chaco & Hohokam: Prehistoric Regional Systems in the American Southwest. Edited
by Patricia L. Crown and W. James Judge. (Santa Fe: School of American
Research Press, 1991. 369 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, bibliography,
index. $35.00 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
Roads to Center Place: A Cultural Atlas of Chaco Canyon and the Anasazi. By Kathryn
Gabriel. (Boulder: Johnson Books, 1991. 300 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts,
tables, bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.)
Two new books on the culture of the prehistoric Chaco Anasazi reflect the
continuing fascination of this subject and the near heroic attempts by scholars
and writers to comprehend the enigmatic Chacoans.
Chaco & Hohokam actually focuses on the cultural system of the Chaco
people as compared to that of their equally influential southern neighbors, the
Hohokam. This book is the outcome of a 1987 School of American Research
seminar whose aim was to study the origin and growth of these contemporaneous systems, how they were bounded, and why they abruptly terminated.
The volume contributors-W. James Judge, Stephen H. Lekson, R. Gwinn
Vivian, H. Wolcott Toll, Lynn Sebastian, Patricia L. Crown, David Z. Gregory,
W. Bruce Masse, David E. Doyel, David R. Wilcox, and Charles L. Redmanare established archaeologists who have been involved in recently completed
projects relating to the Chaco or Hohokam systems. Their essays address topics
such as settlement patterns, subsistence, material distributions and exchange,
and sociopolitical complexity. While the authors' perspectives differ in numerous respects, they agree that the Chaco system had an economic basis and
"ultimately functioned to even out scarce resources-effectively to make them
predictable to the individual." This economic basis was itself served by ritualism, expressions of which can be found in architecture, formal village layout,
and road building.
Readers of Chaco & Hohokam will be able to compare these powerful prehistoric cultures in terms of their rise and fall, management, economic base,
and ritualism. Readers will learn, for example, that while the Chaco regional
system collapsed at its resource-deficient core (Chaco Canyon), the Hohokam
system began to fall but was able to reorganize in its fertile, irrigated core area
(the Phoenix Basin). They will also learn that while Chaco ceremonies were
held indoors and those of the Hohokam were held in open public ball courts,
the public architecture of both systems served "to draw populations from
diverse areas for the purpose of exchange and interaction."
Roads to Center Place deals with Chaco's puzzling system of so-called roads,
over 320 kilometers of which have been mapped. The author, who is a journalist, provides a thorough and well-researched discussion of the Chaco road
network. She describes its extent and features, compares it to other known
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historic road systems around the world, and summarizes the evolving interpretive theories of past Chaco road observers. She also offers an "Anasazi
Atlas" of forty-one known roads or road fragments.
Gabriel herself seems to favor' a road interpretation springing from Anasazi-Pueblo cosmology, which she interprets through the writings of anthropologists. She views the roads as "an expression of spiritual values" and suggests
that they may have been designed and used to ritually reenact Anasazi stories
of migration from their place of origin in the north. She does not underscore,
however-as do some of the Chaco & Hohokam authors-the potentially utilitarian aspect of ritual.
These two new volumes have differeing intended audiences. Chaco & Hohokam is written by scholars for scholars, although it will be appreciated by
well-initiated nonspecialists, too. Roads to Center Place provides a good overview
to Chaco's perplexing roads and offers a fresh perspective on their significance
that deserves further consideration. Readers with an established interest in
pre-Columbian cultures of the Southwest will find both works to be worthwhile
additions to their bookshelves.
David Grant Noble
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Apache Wars: An Illustrated Battle History. By E. Lisle Reedstrom. (New York:
Sterling Publishing Co., 1990. 256 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendiX,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Literally hundreds of books have been published over the years on the
Apaches and their difficulties, militant and otherwise, with white and black
Americans. Most make some pretense to accuracy, integrity of research, and
original intent in their compilation and presentation. A minority fail to offer
these things, and a very few are so lacking that they scarcely qualify for recycling into paper usable for better luck in some future effort. It is unpalatable,
to say the least, to attempt to review one of the latter specimens, but such is
Apache Wars: An Illustrated Battle History by E. Lisle Reedstrom, which is at very
best a throwback to a century ago when not much authentic material was
available.
This book is a collection of frequently published photographs, some misidentified, and not a few with no conceivable purpose in being included in an
"Apache" book, plus the text of a military report here and there, and gobs of
matter lifted from U.S. military manuals of the past, along with a selection of
garish paintings by the author showing uniforms and his conception of Indian
dress and "tactics" during the years of conquest.
Most distressing is Reedstrom's text. There is scarcely a paragraph that
fails to include mistakes of fact. An attempt to correct all errors in this book
would make a review as tedious as the volume itself. Reedstrom includes a
sizable bibliography, apparently very little of which he has read, or retained
if he did read it. He makes statements without attribution, taken from works
he does not list. His bibliography includes big gaps, and if he intends it to be
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a complete listing of the works he consulted, he is a writer who lacks discrimination in his research as well as commitment to the record.
The book is called a "battle history," which it decidedly is not. It is difficult,
in fact, even to envision the audience he had in mind. The work is of little use
to those with any knowledge of the subject, too scatter-gun in approach to
inform those with no previous understanding, and not well-shaped for the
juvenile reader, unless it be the very juvenile.
Dan L. Thrapp
Tucson, Arizona

Westward the Texans: The Civil War Journal of Private William Randolph Howell.
Edited by Jerry D. Thompson. (EI Paso: Texas Western Press, 1990. 184 pp.
Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography. $20.00.)
On August 31,1861, nineteen-year-old William Randolph Howell enrolled
in the Confederate Army in San Antonio as a member of General Henry Hopkins Sibley's Brigade. The young private was to participate in Sibley's New
Mexico Campaign, "one of the most important [campaigns] of the Civil War,"
according to Jerry D. Thompson, associate professor of history at Laredo State
University and an authority on the Civil War in the Southwest.
Like many soldiers in Sibley's Brigade, Howell kept a journal of his wartime experiences, documenting the long march across West Texas and the
journey north into New Mexico where the Confederates overpowered Union
defenders just north of Fort Craig at the Battle of Valverde. Continuing north,
Private Howell recorded the Confederate entry into Albuquerque, where he
remained tending to a sick friend while the two armies clashed in the Battle
of Glorieta near the territorial capital of Santa Fe. Rejoining his unit days later
in Santa Fe, Howell documented the agonizing Confederate retreat south,
through the mountains west of Socorro and then finally pushing east from EI
Paso for the grueling return march to San Antonio.
Most of Howell's journal entries are brief but objective. He records miles
covered, conditions of the road, towns entered, and activities of the men while
in camp and on the road. He also makes observations about the flora and
fauna, weather, and the health of the troops. A typical entry is that of February
9, 1862, as Sibley's army draws closer to Fort Craig: "Travel 10 or 12 miles and
camp on river. Snow visible to the left on mountains. Ice floating down river.
Water almost too cold to drink" (p. 85).
In these brief entries Howell documents the daily grind that is the lot of
most soldiers and the specific hardships that befall Sibley's Army of New
Mexico. Even though Howell's journal provides much less detailed information
about Sibley's invasion of New Mexico than the Civil War journal of A. B.
Peticolas, edited by Don E. Alberts, publication of Howell's journal is welcomed for its firsthand account of this important Civil War campaign.
Westward the Texans is more than a well-edited Civil War journal, however.
Adding immensely to its value is Thompson's fifty-page introduction, in which
he provides a succinct account of Sibley'S New Mexico Campaign and a critical
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analysis of primary sources for studying this campaign. Anyone working on
the Civil War in New Mexico will want a copy of Westward the Texans.
Darlis A. Miller
New Mexico State University

Astoria and Empire. By James P. Ronda. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1990. xiv + 400 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $25.00.)
Occasionally an author and his publisher succeed in producing a work
that is engaging and highly readable to a general audience, as well as thoroughly researched and tightly argued for scholars. Astoria and Empire is one of
these unusual contributions that will be remembered for artistry in writing as
well as rigor in method.
Ronda is well known for his writings in early American history and for
his Lewis and Clark Among the Indians (1984). Here he explores John Jacob Astor's
venture on the Columbia, an enterprise traditionally portrayed as little more
than an ill-conceived and undercapitalized probe into the Northwest that was
destined to fail; or, as a daring overland adventure. Breaking with these two
schools of interpretation, Ronda traces the evolution of Astoria as an idea,
born in a shadowy world of whispers and intrigues that tantalized British,
Canadian, Russian, and American global thinkers during the last quarter of
the eighteenth and the first decade of the nineteenth centuries.
In a fascinating series of narrative chapters on the course of imperial
designs, Ronda reviews European- and North American-sponsored exploration of the Northwest. As policymakers in London, Washington, Montreal,
and St. Petersburg "competed" individually for future shares in the fur, Indian,
and China trades, they collectively added pieces to an increasingly complex
geographic and ethnic puzzle. Through business and political associations in
Montreal, New York, and London, as well as waterfront gossip among sailors
and merchants, Astor gathered essential knowledge that made him perhaps
the best informed person of his day for transcontinental projects. Within this
context, the short-lived Pacifie Fur Company and its small post at Astoria are
presented as an important and logical experimental link between exploration
and geographic reckoning, with better-studied ~xtractive and settlement frontiers following the War of 1812.
As the title of the study asserts, Ronda sees the process of the creation
of the Pacific Fur Company between 1807 and 1810 as private enterprise linked
with national foreign policy and domestic expansion. Although few documents
have survived directly linking Astor with Jefferson or his plans for the West,
Ronda paints a believable scenario wherein we see close cooperation, if not
collusion, between the houses of Congress, the presidency, and that of J. J.
Astor. The abrupt transfer of Astoria to the British during the War of 1812
does not, according to Ronda, reduce the importance of this precedent wherein
public and private sectors shared in the planning, execution, and potentially
in th~ fulfillment of American continental expansion.
This book will appeal to a very diverse group of scholars including business
historians, students of the history of exploration and cartography, specialists
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on the Early National Period, and those firmly rooted in Western Americana.
Ronda's prior work in ethnohistory and his sensitivity to Native American
responses to imperialism further add a commendable dimension to this revisionist treatment. Appropriately, the book is dedicated to the late Donald
Jackson, whose lifetime of scholarship on this period in American history
provided the documentary foundation for the solid interpretation offered here.
William R. Swagerty
University of Idaho

American Indian Resource Materials in the Western History Collections, University of
Oklahoma. Edited by Donald L. DeWitt. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1990. xiii + 272 pp. Illustrations, index. $32.95.)
One of the most important bodies of primary research materials relating
to the American Indian is located at the University of Oklahoma's Western
History Collections (WHC). Indian-related resources constitute approximately
20 percent of WHC's holdings. Previously, no comprehensive guide toWHC's
Indian materials existed that permitted scholars to determine the pertinence
of such riches to their research projects. This situation has been rectified with
the publication of American Indian Resource Materials in the Western History Collections, University of Oklahoma.
Donald L. DeWitt and his able collaborators proceed on the proposition
that the utility of such a compendium depends on the degree of its comprehensiveness. Therefore, because such materials are difficult to locate, microform, serial, sound recording and photographic collections are also treated.
Historians are not the only scholars who will greatly benefit from such an
approach. The volume will also support research endeavors in such areas as
ethnology, government, and religion.
Scholars specializing in these disciplines will discover that WHC'c crown
jewel is its series of Indian-related manuscript collections. A principal criterion
established by Bradford Koplowitz for determining which of these sources
would be included for compilation was "which smaller, less well known or
previously undescribed collections exhibit high research potential?" On this
basis, Koplowitz devised an eminently sensible principle. If it contained "a
series or even an item of significance for understanding American Indians,
that collection is included."
These collections concentrate heavily on the Indian experience in Oklahoma. The Five Civilized Tribes are extensively covered. Exemplifying the
breadth and depth inherent in WHC's Indian-related manuscripts generally,
besides the voluminous records associated with the Cherokee and Choctaw
Nations, this guide reveals much additional information concerning these groups'
political, economic, and legal affairs that can be gleaned by an examination of
such papers as those of Green McCurtain and the Redwine Trading Company.
Researchers with an interest in the areas of Indian rights and education should
find the discussions concerning the American Indian Institute and the. Oklahoma Indian Rights Association useful.
Complementary to the discussion of manuscripts is Nathan Bender's treat-
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ment of Indian-related textual and microform materials held by WHCs Library
Division. Bender cites the Frank Phillips Collection as one of its principal
holdings. A particular strength is its corpus of works written in various Native
American tongues. Also prominent are its holdings of American Indian-related
newspapers and periodicals. Many runs, though, are either incomplete or of
short duration. Important microform collections included the Indian Rights
Association and Quaker and Presbyterian mission records.
In summary, this volume is an important contribution to its genre. That
it alerts one to the existence of primary materials not easily located elsewhere
alone justifies its publication. Its index is superbly functional. Every scholar
haVing a serious interest in American Indian affairs should own a copy of this
indispensable reference tool.
John A. Turcheneske, Jr.
River Falls, Wisconsin

The Magnificent Mountain Women: Adventures in the Colorado Rockies. By Janet
Robertson. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990: xxi + 220 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95.)
Janet Robertson's purpose in The Magnificent Mountain Women is to add
women's experience and perspective to tales of life in the rugged terrain of
the American West. She focuses on women who chose the challenge of life in
the Colorado Rockies. These women are not pioneer wives unhappily following :,,::
husbands into unfriendly terrain. Mountains may (and often do) visit extreme
hardship on her mountaineers, but they also provide the women with landscapes for freely chosen accomplishment. Her subjects include expedition
climbers, recreational hikers, botanists, tour guides, lodge and restaurant owners, and conservationists from 1850 to the 1980s. She explores "how this harsh
land affected these women and how they in turn have enriched our appreciation of the mountains by their writing, their work, and their example" (p.
xi).
The book offers new source material generated by Robertson's research
among family papers and personal interviews with living mountaineers and
relatives of earlier women. The most interesting chapters concern the botanists
and those Robertson dubs the "modern recreationists." Alice Eastwood, who
worked in Colorado in the late 1800s before achieving fame as Curator of Botany
at the California Academy of Sciences, is for the first time presented as one
among a number of women dedicated to cataloguing, claSSifying, and understanding the region's flora. Women who climbed the most challenging peaks,
covered the toughest routes using the most challenging methods, make up the
recreationists. Robertson's history of such women's gradual shift from reliance
on male leaders to controlling their o';Vn climbs is lively and informative, perhaps because of her own experiences on Colorado's highest peaks.
The Magnificent Mountain Women could have been strengthened by more
selective narrative of the individual lives considered. Robertson provides comprehensive biographies on every woman included. Irrelevant details detract
from the focus on mountain adventure. Cataloguing the experience of each
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woman separately also diffuses the analytical thread of the book. Throughout,
Robertson misses opportunities to suggest how women's culture may have
helped (or hindered) their adventures in the mountains. Robertson's conclusions are then relatively thin in addressing the central question of women's
contributions to life in the rugged landscapes of the Rockies.
Vera Norwood
University of New Mexico

The Popular Mood of America, 1860-1890. By Lewis O. Saum. (Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press, 1990. ix + 284 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $40.00.)
In 1980, University of Washington historian Lewis O. Saum wrote The
Popular Mood of Pre-Civil War America, in which he attempted to discover the
mindset of the "common people." A decade later, he has carried the same
quest into the post-bellum world with The Popular Mood of America, 1860-1890.
Taken together, these two books provide a marvelous window into the cosmos
of that most elusive sector of the American nation.
Saum's methodology is straightforward. He read through hundreds of
manuscript collections, diaries, and published letters, drawn from every section of the country. As every researcher knows, this means that he encountered
scores of fragmentary stories. No sooner does one enter into a particular historical world than the diary ends or the letters stop abruptly, leaving a number
of unanswered questions. From these fragments, however, Saum has teased
out a level of deeper meaning. By focusing on shifts in word choice, varying
phrases, and underlying sentiments, he has pieced together a whole that is
larger than the sum of its parts.
As Saum reads it, the intellectual world of the common people shifted
steadily from a pre-Civil War sense of Divine Providence to a more "modern"
appreciation of the roles of luck, chance, and fortune. He discerns this gradual
secularization as deriving not so much from Charles Darwin (to whom he
found no references) as from two items much closer to home: the Civil War
and the American West.
The four years of the war between the states seriously eroded the shared
ante-bellum sense that God oversaw the fate of every individual. The chaos
of Gettysburg and Antietam was simply not comprehensible within this older
framework. As a Confederate soldier put it, "ware is very unsertin."
Life in the trans-Mississippi West proved equally "unsertin." The gold
rushes and silver strikes, the booms and busts of instant prairie cities, all fed
into an atmosphere that proclaimed "whirl" as the new king. The old order
was no more.
Saum puzzles over what exactly replaced these former attitudes. He discovered an increased interest in politics and a surprisingly modern faith in
education as a means of personal advancement. But surely something more
"transcendental" must have helped fill this gap. Could it be a "restructured"
faith? Nationalism? Material possessions? Nature? Professionalism? One hopes
that Saum has yet another volume in the works to explore these themes for
the turn-of-the-century years. His thoughtful, reasoned analysis provides us
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with our best understanding of a group, whom, as Abraham Lincoln once put
it, the Lord must have loved because He made so many of them.
Ferenc M. Szasz
University of New Mexico

Thomas O. Larkin: A Life of Patriotism and Profit in Old California. By Harlan
Hague and David J. Langum. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990.
xiii + 304 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $28.95.)
This biography does much to rescue an important historical period from
the jealous grasp of Dame Romance. "Old California" is that mysterious place
that existed before the Gold Rush explicitly dictated what Americans would
think and do about their far western possession. Many coats of romantic hue
cover the writings we have of this place; in this book, authors Hague and
Langum have begun the important task of scraping away layers of myth. "Old"
California began to meander into "new" with the arrival of Anglo traders like
Thomas Larkin in the 1820s and 1830s. The crucial transition, however, took
place in the 1840s-just before, during, and after the Mexican American War.
The decade proved to be an interregnum of sorts, a pause between the province's Mexican era and California's 1850 admission to statehood. It is in their
discussion of this period that Hague and Langum have contributed most to
the scholarly literature of western America.
Thomas O. Larkin was an archetype of the New England speculator and
merchant who journeyed to the foreign shores of California in the early decades
of the nineteenth century. Once there, these men discovered niches in the
livestock economy that allowed them to prosper. Unlike many of his contemporaries, however, Larkin chose to exploit the available mercantile and trade
opportunities while largely disdaining the world outside his account books;
he stepped much more tentatively into Mexican culture than other Anglos of
the period. Perhaps in part because of this, Larkin was a good choice to be
flour man in California" for the empire-minded Polk administration. Charged
with carrying on hushed and delicate diplomatic maneuvering with Mexican
authorities, Larkin might have worked out a peaceful transfer of California to
the United States. But the clumsy actions of fellow Americans rendered Larkin's
passive imperialism moot. Larkin's sensitive negotiations were squashed between the revolutionary rhetoric of the motley "Bear Flaggers" and the (still
mysterious) militaristic bluster of John C. Fremont. The United States had long
cast a covetous eye toward Mexican California: Larkin's peaceful maneuvers
notwithstanding, it was clear that the Polk government would take the province
most any way it could. In the end, the hostile acts of Fremont and his onagain, off-again Bear Flag allies proved perfectly timed with the outbreak of
war in Texas, thereby making potentially embarrassing antics look merely
anticipatory. California hostilities were simply rolled up into the manifest destiny bundle that became the Mexican American War. His secret agent days a
failure, Larkin even suffered a brief stint of house arrest at the hands of Mexican
authorities; at the end of the war he left diplomacy to resume his true calling
as Yankee acquisitor.
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Like most good biographies, this book chronicles a life across the seams
of important historical transitions. In doing so, Hague and Langum have added
depth to a too-thin body of literature. And by maintaining a contextual frame
that includes reference to events "back in the States," they have succeeded in
making this an important study of nineteenth-century America.
William F. Deverell
University of California, San Diego

Creating the West: Historical Interpretations 1890-1990. By Gerald D. Nash. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991. xi + 318 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
Gerald D. Nash originally presented the chapters of this volume as the
sixth annual Calvin P. Horn Lectures in Western History and Culture at the
University of New Mexico, utilizing the occasion to review western historiography one hundred years after "the supposed dosing of the Western frontier
in 1890" in the hope that "such an analysis will provide context and perspective
on the subject which will be helpful in its future development" (p. vii). Nash
believes that historians have usually thought of the West as either a frontier,
a region, an urban civilization, or a mythical utopia. He devotes two chapters
to the literature of the frontier, allocates one to each of the other categories,
and ends with a short conclusion.
Although each of the generations of American historians that have studied
the West since the late nineteenth century has included individuals primarily
committed to one or another of these approaches, the relative number of
authors involved has varied across time, as have their topical interests,and
their attitudes and conclusions about the West. The explanation for such divergence, Nash believes, lies mainly in the changing ecologies of succeeding
generations of historains. "In writing about the West," maintains Nash, "his- •
torians have also been writing about themselves, about their own social, economic, and cultural backgrounds, their geographical location and their
environment" (p. 259).
Through time American historians became more numerous, less waspish
and affluent in background, less rural or small town oriented, and less dominated by those of New England or Middle Western origins. Different domestic
politics and foreign relations influenced the successive cohorts. Frederick Jackson Turner and his generation were proud of America's past, and secure in
their present; their successors between the great wars were less assured and
more aware of the complexities of western history, its ethnic and colonial
dimensions, and its failures. Post-World War II historians brought a new cynicism and awareness of diversity to their work, as well as increased understanding of the global nature of westering. During the traumatic sixties, entering
scholars became increasingly negative and pessimistic in their evaluation of
the history of the past and present Wests. Although some members of the first
generation sought to use history in understanding their world, presentism
became almost the rule within the historical cohort of the 1970s and 1980s. By
1990 western history had become fragmented, committed to cultural rather
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than environmental d~terminantsand to much use of social science theory and
method. Now many western historians were searching for new "interpretive
or synthetic concepts" (p. 265). But by this time as well, concern with environmental degradation was leading many to concede environmental factors a
role in shaping historical outcomes.
This volume is an excellent survey of the ways in which historians have
interpreted the American West during the last one hundred years. It is thoughtful, thorough, and clearly argued. The bibliography is an ideal starting point
for anyone interested in identifying the major books and articles dealing with
the subject. Readers may find the argument of the book a bit repetitive and
the description of generational mindsets may impress some as overly facile or
ecologically determinative but Creating the West is a historiographic landmark.
Allan G. Bogue
University of Wisconsin, Madison

When Is a Kiva?: And Other Questions About Southwestern Archaeology. By Watson
Smith. Edited by Raymond H. Thompson. (Tucson: University of Arizona
Press, 1990. xii + 274 pp. Illustrations, map, charts, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. $35.00.)
This fine book honors archaeologist Watson Smith with nine selections
from his published work. Each is introduced by Raymond H. Thompson,
volume editor and director of the Arizona State Museum in Tucson, and there
is a brief biographical sketch by Smith's sometime colleague, Richard B. Woodbury.
. Watson Smith was born in 1897 and became an attorney. He came to
southwestern archaeology in the 1930s without formal training, making a transition that is almost unheard of today but was not so unusual then. His primary
contributions are linked to the Peabody Museum of Harvard University, and
to investigations by that institution in western Anasazi and northern Mogollon
regions. He lives and still works in Tucson, where the Harvard connection
was once memorialized by the name given his home-cum-laboratory: "Peabody
Museum West of the Pecos."
Watson Smith is not as well known as he should be outside the world of
southwestern archaeology and this volume serves to introduce him to a new
audience. It is also a welcome reminder that clear thinking, clean writing,
humanistic ideals, and professional archaeological literature need not be strangers.
Smith writes in plain English-no neologisms for him-with wit and precision;
he is erudite, encyclopedic, critical, and rational. Most of his major work is
technical, built upon careful descriptions of sometimes massive quantities of
material from excavated sites. But he describes so that he can analyze, and he
analyzes in order to come to grips with the human significance of the rubble
that are his data. Each data bit is a piece of social history, and he moves with
measured pace from data to human context to social analysis. Every time. He
never seems to lose sight of the fact that every potsherd that he describes and
. classifies is a link between ourselves and unknown, untold persons who made
and used it when it was a pot.
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SeV'en of the essays are excerpts from monographs, which is about right.
Most of Smith's writings are large-scale works that could have been deadly
dull but which, in his hands, have almost epic qualities. They can be referred
to over and again, with purpose, at random, or to be virtually plagiarized.
Had he written nothing but the massive "Kiva Mural Decorations of Awatovi
and Kawaika-a," chapters of which compose a third of this book, his reputation
would be secure. But he did much more, and much of the best is here.
J. J. Brody

Sandia Park, New Mexico
Custer's Last Campaign: Mitch Boyer and the Little Big Horn Reconstructed. By John
S. Gray. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991. xviii + 446 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
The author of numerous articles and books about the Great Sioux War of
1876-1877, John S. Gray here presents an epic account of Lieutenant Colonel
George A. Custer's defeat that is destined for permanent inclusion in the
pantheon of Little Big Horn historiography. The book is divided into two parts.
The first traces the ancestry and early life of Michel ("Mitch") Boyer, a mixedblood Sioux scout, during the early years of white-Indian confrontation on the
northern plains. Gray presents much new material about the heretofore little
known Boyer, who becomes the constant through which Gray pursues his
assessment of the Little Big Horn campaign. In the spring of 1876 the scout
guided Colonel John Gibbon's command along the Yellowstone River in eastern
Montana as it awaited Brigadier General Alfred Terry's column from Dakota
Territory. Later, a fateful directive attached Boyer to Custer's force as it started
up Rosebud Creek en route to the Little Big Horn.
This sets the stage for Part Two of the book, which focuses on the singular
events leading to the defeat of Custer's Seventh Cavalry Regiment and particularly the loss of his immediate command. Employing the technique of timemotion analysis, Gray offers a cornucopia for Little Big Horn connoisseurs that
will either give them eternal peace or prompt them to dissect his evidence and
conclusions. In short, Gray offers the most sweepingly comprehensive and
substantive analysis of Custer's route to destruction since Charles Kuhlman's
now-discredited theory appeared in the early 1950s. Moreover, Gray's research
is additionally valuable in correcting data that has previously been misrepresented or misinterpreted, such as the factors bearing on Captain Frederick W.
Benteen's now-obvious ineptitude and the mutually orchestrated post-battle
cover-up by officers who participated in the controversial Weir Point sortie.
The use of time-motion analysis is most intriguing in determining what
happened to Custer's battalion before and after it engaged the Indians in the
area of Medicine Tail Coulee ford at the Little Big Horn River. As Gray explains,
"The plan of procedure is to construct time-motion patterns for all the other
units to form a 'surround' of Custer's path and use the interconnections to
impose constraints on his progress, both in time and space" (p.280). In undertaking the "surround," Gray also reexamines pertinent testimony, notably
that of last messengers Sergeant Daniel Kanipe and trumpeter John Martin,
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to advance his judgments. He employs the accounts of the Crow Indian scouts
to advantage, and especially those attributed to the well-known Curley. Gray
takes part of Custer's column to an initial engagement (a "feint," Gray believes)
at the mouth of Medicine Tail Coulee while the balance under Custer halted
farther up the coulee to await reinforcements. The two units eventually regrouped near the southeast comer of the present park boundary, where Curleythe last player/factor in the time-motion sequence-departed,leaving the events
of Custer's annihilation (and thus the demise of Mitch Boyer) to the realm of
educated conjecture.
Some will disagree with aspects of Gray's fairly precise conclusions. For
example, this reviewer, influenced by Custer's historic sense of purpose when
in imminent contact with the Indians, views his suggested pause in Medicine
Tail for seven to eleven minutes as patently un-Custerlike behavior. There are
undoubtedly other elements that can be reasonably challenged, but that is not
so much Gray's fault as it is the nature of the beast that is Custeriana. In sum,
Gray's analysis, by and large, is impressively drawn; it is an immensely logical
reconstruction that should stand the test of time. As a contribution to Custer
and Indian wars literature, it is indeed masterful.
Jerome A. Greene
National Park Service

Buffalo Hump and the Penateka Comanches. By Jodye Lynn Dickson Schilz and
Thomas F. Schilz. (EI Paso: Texas Western Press/University of Texas at El Paso,
1989. 57 pp. Illustrations, map, notes. $12.00 cloth, $7.50 paper.)
The Schilzes have written an excellent "ethnobiography" of Po-cha-naquar-hip, or Buffalo Hump, a Penateka Comanche war chief and diplomat in
the mid-nineteenth century. The authors sketch his development to manhood,
his rise to tribal leadership, and his contact with the Spanish, Mexicans, and
Americans. They successfully place his biography within the context of Indianwhite relations on the Southern Plains.
The Penatekas were the southernmost and the most powerful Comanche
tribe. They inhabited the river valleys of central Texas and numbered eight
thousand people. Penateka society encouraged "corporate" leadership by the
civil, or peace, chiefs. Generally "mature," "distinguished" warriors, they served
as advisers to their people. Their decisions carried enormous weight in Penateka society. Their principal challengers were the war chiefs who built their
following on success in war and who were free to act on their own impulses.
Born in the first decade of the nineteenth century, Buffalo Hump learned
the warrior craft in raids against the Spaniards during the late 1810s. By his
early twenties, he had become both a revered and feared war chief. Although
a bold, brash warrior as his people expected, he generally obeyed the counsel
of the civil chiefs. When the Texans killed twelve civil chiefs at the Council
House Fight in 1840, the Penatekas made Buffalo Hump their principal war
chief. He subsequently led his people in a punishing war of retaliation. In
1844, he bowed to the demands of Old Owl, an influential civil chief, and
negotiated a shaky peace with Sam Houston, the president of Texas. Honoring
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the wishes of his elders, he diverted the raids of his warriors from the Texas
frontier to the northern provinces of Mexico.
Although Buffalo Hump tried to defend the Penateka way of life, he met
violent resistance from Anglo society. The Penatekas shared large communal
hunting grounds; the Anglos enforced private landowership. Penateka warriors waged war to garner personal honor, horses, and captives; Anglo soldiers
fought their enemies to occupy land and even to exterminate them. The Penatekas incorporated captives into their tribe; the Anglos were motivated by
raCial hatred to practice genocide. Observing no distinctions between the different Comanche tribes, they punished the Penatekas for raids by the middle
and northern Comanches.
In 1849, the Penatekas looked to Buffalo Hump as their principal civil
chief. They acknowledged and rewarded his qualities of "equanimity, diplomacy, and mediation." In his lifetime warfare, famine, and disease had reduced
his tribe to one thousand people. During the 1850s, Buffalo Hump witnessed
the invasion of Penateka country by white settlements. He watched the bison
herds diminish and his people starve. In 1854 he, Ketumse, and other civil
chiefs agreed to relocate their followers to the Clear Fork reservation. In early
1855, Buffalo Hump and four hundred followers fled Clear Fork and resumed
their raids on the Texas settlements, but federal troops mauled them at Rush
Creek in 1858. The Penatekas, without Buffalo Hump, settled at the Fort Cobb
agency in Indian Territory. He found refuge among the Kiowas along the north
Canadian River and continued to raid Texas and Mexico. He died sometime
between 1862 and 1867.
Buffalo Hump is an excellent choice for classroom adoption. The writing is
clear and conCise. The narrative is colorful and entertaining. The Schilzes have
meticulously reconstructed the biography from a combination of both primary
and secondary sources. Their brief volume would be a solid introduction to
the practice of both ethnobiography and contact history.
Durwood Ball
University of New Mexico

"The Whorehouse Bells Were Ringing": And Other Songs Cowboys Sing. Edited by
Guy Logsdon. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989. xxii + 388 pp. Illustrations, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
The life of a cowboy is characterized by cycles of exhausting work and
long, monotonous hours on the range. Creative "punchers" have put this time
to good use creating a rich tradition of popular songs and poetry varying from
innocuous to bawdy. Guy Logsdon, former director of libraries at the University
of Tulsa, has collected cowboy songs since 1957. Many of these are explicitly
bawdy, deflating the virtuous and chaste stereotype perpetuated by cowboy
movies and television series. Logsdon selected sixty-one songs for this volume
based upon personal preference, authenticity, and novelty. The majority are
unabashedly bawdy, unexpurgated, and would be rated NC-17 under the new
motion picture code. However, this should not stop serious students of cowboy
culture.
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Underneath the customarily vulgar poetry lies insight into what was (and
is) a hard and expressly unromantic profession. These songs convey the dirt,
sweat, lust, low pay, and long hours far better than any revisionist history.
Yet, despite this foray into stark reality, one is left with an appreciation of the
ingenious literary tradition and coarse humor of the cowboy. A tradition that
continues, in bowdlerized form, with a new generation of cowboy poets who
share their creations at cowboy poetry festivals and on the Tonight Show.
The author personally collected most of the selections from working cowboys in the field. He searched exhaustively for variants in folk music, ethnomusicology manuscripts, and discography collections. Each entry is accompanied
by extensive notes citing the author of the song, known variants, information
on singers, existing recordings, and transcriptions in other archives.
This work will not be popular with those who seek to perpetuate the myth
of the American cowboy. It is valuable for anyone who seeks to understand
the reality and continuing traditions of the American West.
Byron A. Johnson
The Albuquerque Museum

Wind's Trail: The Early Life of Mary Austin. By Peggy Pond Church. Edited by
Shelley Armitage. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1990. xxi + 215
pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95.)
Several efforts have been made in the last decade to chronicle the life of
Mary Hunter Austin (1867-1934), perhaps the most prominent woman writer
of the Southwest. These include Augusta Fink's I-Mary (1983), and Esther
Lanigan Stineman's Mary Austin: Song of a Maverick (1989). Now in print is
Wind's Trail, the story of Austin's early years, written by Peggy Pond Church.
Almost twenty years in the making, it was begun in 1967 as a full-length
biography. Church, who was a native of Santa Fe, New Mexico, died in 1986.
Surely a knowledge of the formative period in Mary Austin's life is important to our understanding of the development of her literary career, which
flourished in the literary colonies of Carmel-by-the-Sea, Greenwich Village,
and Santa Fe. Austin's legacy includes over thirty published books and a
national reputation as naturalist, mystic, folklorist, feminist, novelist, and poet.
However, it was her egocentric, overbearing personality, as much as her startling range of accomplishments, that fascinated many of her acquaintances,
including Church, nearly forty years Austin's junior and the youngest member
of the Sal1ta Fe literary colony_
Mary Austin was born in Carlinville, Illinois, in 1867 and migrated west
to California in 1888. She described the early years of her life in her autobiography, Earth Horizon, published in 1932. This highly subjective and imaginatively embellished account became the primary source for Wind's Trail. As
published, Church's work takes up one hundred and forty-five pages. Two
fine essays by the editor Shelley Armitage-one on Austin's relationship·with
Church and the other on Austin's career as a writer-fill out the attractively
published volume. A previously unpublished Austin essay, "The Friend in the
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Wood," is also included. Written in 1928, it describes Austin's mystical belief
in the life force and intuitive knowledge.
Church authored numerous works of poetry and a memoir, The House at
Otowi Bridge: The Story of Edith Warner and Los Alamos. In Wind's Trail she tries
to interpret Austin's early years and adolescence as an unwanted child and
"ugly duckling." While Church's intent to analyze the origin of Austin's complex personality is laudable, her biography does not provide any new information and is dated in approach. Her attempt to explain Austin's inner life
and creativity in terms of folklore, myths, and archetypes is juvenile in presentation. Originally begun as a biography for children, Church's work lacks
the sophisticated analysis necessary for a scholarly contribution.
The more substantive interpretation is provided by Shelley Armitage, a
professor of English at West Texas State University. In her efforts to contextualize Church's work, Armitage creates a comparison of Church and Austin
that is interesting and insightful. For example, she cites their common belief
in "myth and metaphor to map the inner development of the personality."
Armitage is particularly lucid in summarizing Austin's relationship with nature
and in explaining her literary theories, noting her link with the Imagists, in
particular Ezra Pound. While Church's work is seemingly the raison d'etre for
the publication of Wind's Trail, it is the inclusion of Armitage's essays and
Austin's "The Friend in the Wood" that makes the book a significant contribution to Austin studies.
Karen S. Langlois
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Life Lived Like a Story: Life Stories of Three Yukon Native Elders. by Julie Cruikshank.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. xvi + 404 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $50.00.)
Life Lived Like a Story is an unusual, maybe unique, book. It is not anthropology, history, autobiography, biography, or even life history-it is a combination of all of them. It records the stories of three women born around the
Klondike Gold Rush (1896-98) in southern Yukon Territory, Canada. Initially,
Cruikshank tried to direct the women to talk of events chronicled in written
records, but the women patiently shifted the emphasis to "more important"
accounts--those central to their traditional narrative.
All three women use a similar format but have distinctly different styles.
They first establish the kinship relationship of their family and the geographic
place from which each came. Then cultural history is interwoven with their
own life history. Finally, place names add clarity and depth to each story by
tying together the cultural history with the personal history. The women believe
that culture is transmitted by and through stories. Thus, stories and songs of
creation, instruction, and mythical beasts are more important than historic
events. Their perception of their roles are captured in such phrases as, "My
stories are my wealth," "Old-style words are just like school," and "I've tried
to live my life right, just like a story."
Cruikshank's sensitivity to the culture and respect for her collaborators
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make this book more than a collection of life histories. Using little anthropological jarg"on; she provides the reader with enough cultural context to understand the stories. She also analyzes the stories and the storytellers within
the framework of scholarly expectations, broadening the scope beyond simple
oral history. She compares these stories with similar themes found in other
cultures. She also contrasts the differences in life stories between women and
men. Men focus on historic events or particular crises; women emphasize the
relationship between people and nature (kinships and place names). Throughout Cruikshank is modest and gives full credit to the three women. Because
she faithfully uses the women's own words, sometimes the stories become
confusing. Apparently, Native American languages do not recognize the difference between "him" and "her." Thus, there is occasional inconsistent use
of pronouns.
The reader, like Cruikshank, finishes the book with an appreciation for
the life and culture of these three women. There is pathos when one reads of
the loss of their children, wonderment at the independence exerted in prefeminist days, and joy for the love each woman radiates for her culture.
Melody Webb
Lyndon B. Johnson National Historical Park

Death Comes for the Chief Justice: The Slough-Rynerson Quarrel and Political Violence
in New Mexico. By Gary L. Roberts. (Niwot: University of Colorado Press, 1990.
xviii + 204 pp. Illustrations; notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
One of the aspects of nineteenth-century life in the western territories of
the United States was violence. Gary Roberts' volume deals not with Willa
Cather's archbishop, but the chief justice of the New Mexico Territorial Supreme Court. The author has produced an in-depth study of a significant
violent incident in territorial history, investigated both its causes and ramifications, and successfully placed the event within both larger regional and
national contexts. The book's central event is the cold-blooded murder of Chief
Justice and war hero John P. Slough by William L. Rynerson, one of the rising
stars in territorial politics. The Slough shooting's significance lies in the legitimization of assassination as a territorial political expedient for at least four
decades! The real subject of the book, however, is a broader look at western
violence.
Richard Maxwell Brown lauded Robert M. Utley's High Noon in Lincoln:
Violence on the Western Frontier (New Mexico Historical Review, April 1989) for
treating western violence seriously. Roberts deserves no less an accolade for
his treatment of the same subject. His analysis of the persistent use of violence
and its contextual discussion make this work exceptional. Roberts finds New
Mexico's "unenviable reputation for lawlessness, mayhem, and assassination';
a product of its own unique blend of conditions supporting and condoning
political violence. He postulates that it is the general conditions themselves
which engender violence-without reference to place (either urban or frontier).
The unique aspect of western violence is its mythology; it proceeds not from
a Wild West syndrome, but from general conditions existing elsewhere, too.
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Territorial government provided only a weak authority structure. The slow
adaptation of traditional Hispanic political practices to the new Anglo-American democratic system "subverted both traditional Hispanic practices and
Anglo-American law." Violence underscored the resulting systemic frustration.
When political novices like Justice Slough disturbed the uneasy equilibrium
by his crusade to reform the jury system, his removal by violent means could
be justified as being in the community interest!
Rynerson's unpunished murder of Slough is not without historical parallel
outside of New Mexico. During the Civil War, Brigadier General Jefferson c.
Davis shot and killed Major General William Nelson in a Louisville hotel lobby.
Like the Rynerson-Slough affair, this too was ostensibly an affair of honor. This
incident also correlates well with Roberts' postulated conditions encouraging
violence.
The existence of a unique American national character has been a recurring
subject of scholarly discussion since the time of Alexis de Tocqueville. Death
Comes for the Chief fustice contributes to understanding that unsettling and
recurrent strain of violence that runs through our national history-and character.
Robert L. Hart
Lincoln County Heritage Trust

The Nightway: A History and a History of Documentation of a Navajo Ceremonial.
By James c. Faris. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1990. xii
+ 288 pp. Illustrations, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)
An anthropology professor at the University of Connecticut, James C.
Faris provides in The Nightway the first major study in half a century of this
major Navajo ceremony. The Nightway remains today a vital element in Navajo
culture--centrally important in healing, in the restoration of harmony. Thus
Faris' book is all the more significant, for it speaks to a ceremonial alive and
enduring.
As Faris explains in his introduction, the Nightway is divided into three
parts. Initially he reviews how Kluckhohn and other anthropologists have
studied and perceived the ceremony. Nightway practice must be understood
in the unfolding of Navajo history. Ceremonial texts are then analyzed, with
a full discussion of the various narrations from the era of Washington Matthews
to the 1930s.
Part II begins with a chapter co-authored by Linda Hadley about the
different hataali and apprentices of this demanding ritual. Compensation and
forms of instruction are also reviewed. Faris analyzes in a fourth chapter the
"organizing vision" of Nightway sandpainting, including a listing of sandpainting reproductions and photographs. Twenty-two plates in color from the
Father Berard collections at the Museum of Northern Arizona and the University of Arizona and the Robert Euler collection at the Museum of Northern
Arizona augment this discussion. An additional chapter is devoted to ceremonial material culture, or jish. Readers of Charlotte J. Frisbie's recent book,
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also published by the University of New Mexico Press, will be especially interested in this consideration of Nightway masks and medicine bundles.
Part III presents the complete Nightway text of Hosteen Klah, the lengthiest English narration available to us. As the full version has not been published'
previously, Faris is to be particularly commended for the text's inclusion. A
brief but telling conclusion argues in part for the importance of examining
practice rather than being deflected by concerns for "underlying symbols,
cardinal messages, subliminal structures, or eternal archetypes" (p. 240).
This impressive volume is dedicated to eighteen Nightway hataali. All
proceeds from its sale will be given to the Ned Hatathli Cultural Center Museum of Navajo Community College. Serious students of Navajo history and
culture as well as public and academic libraries in the Southwest will want to
purchase a copy of this remarkable study.
Peter Iverson
Arizona State University

Helen Hunt Jackson and Her Indian Reform Legacy. By Valerie Sherer Mathes.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990. xvii + 235 pp. Illustrations, map,
notes, bibliography, index. $27.95.)
Books about American Indians cover various topics, romanticizing wars
with western "heroes" and "savage" Indians, biographies about such heroes
or even Indian leaders, policy studies, tribal histories, and ethnohistorical
accounts. This importnat new book combines two underrepresented topic&women in biography and Indian reform. It is about a woman reformer of Indian
affairs in the late 1800&-Helen Hunt Jackson, a determined easterner who
traveled westward and became immersed in the problems of Indians. Touched
by their poor living conditions, she wanted to do something for them, and
focused her efforts on the California and mission Indians.
So, what was Jackson's strategy to help Indian people? Valerie Mathes
tells us that Jackson used her skills as.a journalist to author two works, A
Century of Dishonor (an expose of Indian poverty in the 1800s), and Ramona (a
novel about California Indians) with motives to arouse national support. The
author portrays Helen Hunt Jackson as another Harriet Beecher Stowe, but
the time was not right for Jackson to be as equally effective. In presenting the
Jackson story, Mathes compares the two novels, Ramona and Uncle Tom's Cabin.
She stressed that Helen Hunt Jackson encouraged Indian reform and influenced
the Women's National Indian Organization, the Indian Rights Association,
and the Lake Mohonk Conferences. Although Jackson was not as well known
as Harriet Beecher Stowe, Mathes has helped us to remember the important
contribution of Helen Hunt Jackson.
This Indian reformer was not a Victorian American woman. Her outspoken
point of view placed her outside of women's values in the nineteenth century,
and in the forefront of the women's reform movement. History is helped by
Mathes' political biography in demonstrating that women played pertinent
roles in shaping history, and that this period of Indian r~form reflected a
growing national concern about Indians in some influential circles. No longer
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the enemy, they were a people who lost their way of life. American Indians
faced a new reality of changes in their lives, and this useful book tells us about
a key person helping this transition.
Donald L. Fixico
Western Michigan University

So Much to Be Done: Women Settlers on the Mining and Ranching Frontier. Edited
by Ruth B. Moynihan, Susan Armitage, and Christiane Fischer Dichamp. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990. xxii + 325 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography. $32.50 cloth, $12.95 paper.)
So Much to Be Done is a collection of letters, diaries, and memoirs by
nineteen women who lived in the trans-Mississippi West in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. More than half of the writings here were previously
published as memoirs or articles in popular magazines. The remainder are
selections from diaries housed in manuscript collections at the Beinecke Library
and the Arizona Historical Society. Eighteen of the women whose work appears
in this volume were Anglo. The other document included is a selection from
Life Among the Paiutes, the memoir and expose of United States Indian policy
by Sarah Winnemucca Hopkins, a well-known advocate for her own Paiute
people in particular and for Native Americans in general. The Winnemucca
Hopkins selection attracted a wide audience in its day and still stands on its
own as a powerful piece of writing. However, it seems somewhat out of place
in a collection most successful at conveying the extraordinary diversity of Anglo
women's experiences on the frontier. It is not clear if they should be called
"settlers"; in several cases, their lives seem to have been marked more by
transience than stability. The reader sometimes wonders, along with Arizona
ranchwoman Sadie Martin, "Is there anything permanent on this beautiful
desert?"
The editors deserve congratulations for sifting through what we now know'
to be a wealth of documents by western women, and selecting vivid pieces of
varied length. In choosing to preface each document with an editors' introduction, they have followed the example Dichamp set in her 1977 collection
of women's writing, Let Them Speak for Themselves. The shortcomings of the
book have more to do with this format than with either the documents collected
or the editors' concise and useful insights. In the first place, those who put
together collections of primary sources ask readers to make their way through
sometimes repetitive, sometimes archaic accounts. The payoff is that each
document draws the reader into a mundane story which depends, for its
narrative effectiveness, on the sudden turns and surprises that make real life
dramatic. The editors' introductions here sometimes pull the punches. Thus
before we ever get into a particular woman's story, we learn of a husband who
dies in mid-narrative, or a sick child, or a natural disaster that wipes out a
promising beginning. If we already know what is going to happen to these
women, why bother to read further?
The answer, of course, is that we read these accounts to see how their
authors coped with the natural and cultural challenges that faced them in the
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process of transforming what they called the West. In these women's own
words we find triumph and pleasure and contentment as well as fear, anger,
and despair. Editors need, however, to beware muting the voices they seek to
amplify by both summarizing the documents presented and including excerpts
that go on too long.
Virginia Scharff
University of New Mexico

The Academic Chairperson's Handbook. By John W. Creswell, Daniel W. Wheeler,
Alan T. Seagren, Nancy J. Egly, and Kirk D. Beyer. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1990. xiii + 128 pp. Bibliography, appendixes. $15.00.)
The research on which this book is based involved qualitative interviews
of two hundred department chairs in seventy colleges and universities. The
subjects were nominated by senior academic officers on their campuses for
excellence in assisting faculty growth and development. The authors, all specialists in educational administration at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
assume that departments headed by chairs are appropriate and useful structures. From their interviews, they have identified, evidently inductively, fifteen
strategies for faculty professional development. Their tone is generally upbeat
and positive.
The first thing that a prospective reader of this book should know is that
in no way is it, in spite of the implication of its title, a handbook of departmental
administration. It addresses only problems of faculty development encountered by chairs, and gives no attention whatsoever to the many other dimensions of chairing an academic department, such as hiring, budgets, administrative
and secretarial staff, dealing with the public, or even students.
If the more limited objective of the book as an approach to faculty development is accepted, the authors and their respondents have some useful insights to offer, and experienced chairs will certainly find much that is familiar
here. However, reading this book, a prospective chair might form the impression that the job involves only the remediation of underachieving faculty.
Indeed, the disturbing aspect of the authors' approach is that it is oriented to
the lowest common denominator. What is one to make, for instance, of the
case of a psychology department belonging to a doctoral-granting institution
in which no faculty in the department publish? (p. 80). So much of the authors'
attention is focused on cases of individual faculty whose teaching and research
performance are seriously deficient, that one is left wondering what has happened to the operation of the hiring and retention processes in these departments. Given the responsibility of colleges and universities, whether public or
private, to recruit and maintain faculties displaying the highest standards of
teaching and scholarship achievable, such problems are, of course, very serious. But some attention to strategies designed to achieve those goals from
the outset, and to encouratge already good faculty to be excellent, would be
welcome.
Jonathan Porter
University of New Mexico
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